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LYRICAL IMAGERY: Components and Rationale
Lrric:al lmac;ery is: The use of song lyrics in place of spoken
d~rectives, in conjunction with music, to induce positive
imagery.
What ia imaqary? Imagery is the thought process that makes use
of the senses: si~ht, smell, taste, and the senses of touch,
mo¥ement, and pos~tion (Achterber~, 1985). An example is when we
imagine ourselves at the beach, w~th our eyes closed seeing the
blue water and sensing the salt air. Imagery does however effect
us in profound ways. Achterberg points out that when an
individual goes through the mental rehearsal of a marathon race
or sales presentation many physiological changes occur: blood
pressure goes up, sweat glands become more active, and brain
waves change (p. 3).
~

How does music: therapy"benefit us? In general, lyrical imagery
as music therapy serves as:
A stimUlUS for dee~ body relaxation
A stimUlUS for pos~tive imagery and mood
A stimUlUS for clear thinking, incompatible with worrying
A pleasant, potentially reinforcing event (Hanser, 1992).
Rider (1985) states that man¥ studies, including Bonny & Savary
(1973) and Peach (1984), ind~cate that "music has been found to
be effective in stimulating imagery" (p. 185).
How does imagery benefit us? Studies by Achterberg & Lawless,
1978, 1980, 1984 show that mental imagery has been" found to
alter immune responses and pain levels (Rider, 1885). And
recentl¥ Adria Heath, RN, MSN studied the effects of imagery on
ICU pat1ents to control pain and anxiety and found that
"relaxation and imagery produce such physiologic responses as
decreased heart rate and arterial blood pressure, and such
psychological responses as a sense of well being and piece of
mind" (1992). Heath goes on to say that "the mind sees images as
a language with direct access to the autonomic nervous system
(ANS)" (po 58). Many other studies including Guzzetta & Dossey,
1985; Bressler, 1980; Bensen, 1975, not only identify the
aforementioned responses from imagery but also add that through
accessing the ANsalpha waves, tissue regeneration and repair,
and immune and inflammator~responses
are all stimUlated (p.58).
How does music: benefit us? Similar to imagery, there are vast
amounts of literature that illustrate the emotional and
physiological effects of music. Regarding emotions Critchley and
Hensen (1977) conclude that: 1) music is processed differently
and at a deeper subconscious level than speech, filtering
through the auditory cortex to the limbic system which is the
center of emotional processing, and 2) music can be used to .
stimUlate endorphins that create a positive kind of emotional
arousal (as cited in Tsao, Gordon, Maranto & Murasko, 1991). In
their 1987 article titled "Use of Music Therapy in Pain Clinics"
Sedei and Godley reported: patients accepted for treatment at
the pain clinic found that music helped them produce and guide
imagery, and hel~ed them more deeply relax (p. 26). McFarland
(1985) as cited 1n Tsao et al., 1991 states that in his study of
100 subjects, each listening to one sedative and one stimUlative
piece of music, the sedative music consistently increased

